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Abstracts of 17 publications in the ERIC system concern the financing of school construction programs for new buildings, renovations, and additions. (MLF)
The enrollment forecasters have predicted declining enrollments in America's public schools during the 1970s, and at this point, midway through the decade, the predictions have become realities. Schools across the country are now enrolling fewer students.

For several reasons, however, the need for new school buildings still exists. The condition of the economy has caused many nonpublic schools to close, and the public schools have absorbed those students. Consolidation of small districts with larger districts often leaves small, inadequate buildings stranded in the wrong place with the wrong facilities. Also, the shifting of populations for social or economic reasons can leave empty buildings in one place and create overcrowded buildings in another.

The continual expansion of the curriculum creates new needs for more specialized facilities. Career education provides a single but illuminating example of curricular development that puts strain on older buildings designed to accommodate traditional, basic skill subjects.

When a local school district faces the need to plan a school construction program, to renovate an old building, or to add to an existing building, how is the program financed? The answer is actually a series of answers depending on the wealth of the local school district, the laws of the state, the amount of existing indebtedness, and the mood of the local taxpaying patron.

Wealthy school districts where assessed valuation provides broad tax bases and broadly distributed tax burdens may be successful in securing approval from the voters to issue general obligation bonds for school construction. Bond sales traditionally have been and remain the most frequent method to obtain funds for school construction. However,
Fitzgibbon and Thomson say that "the conventional or historical methods of raising funds for school building have failed the task of providing either the quantity or quality of educational space required."

Part of the inadequacy is created by the variation in wealth among districts, which brings up the issue of fiscal neutrality. Fiscal neutrality means that school district spending should not be a function of local wealth. In fact, however, as Wilkerson points out, investigations have shown that school construction and debt service expenditures are widely unequal and normally are not fiscally neutral. Some new financing plans have been proposed in an attempt to meet the criteria for fiscal neutrality.

The variation among state laws provides different answers to the questions of financing school construction. Delaware provides 60 percent of school construction cost to the local district. Maryland has adopted a plan of full-state funding for all new construction of school facilities. In West Virginia, the state offers an incentive to local districts through two types of flat grants attempting to equalize dollars for poor districts.

Vermont's Capital Outlay Program uses a distribution formula to assist local districts. Pennsylvania's local school districts, as in many other states, may finance school building projects through bond issues of two types—general obligation and municipal authority bonds; but, in addition, State Public School Building Authority bonds are available.

Innovative answers to problems of financing school construction can be found in the literature. References cited below suggest several financing plans. Where state law allows and local patrons approve, school construction has been financed through state building commissions or authorities, semipublic educational construction funds, long-term lease-purchase agreements, state building corporations, commercial mortgage markets, intergovernmental cooperation, state- and/or federal-supported leasing programs, special purpose taxation districts, various forms of variable and/or equalized state grants, pay-as-you-go financing, and shared facilities.

The following sources may provide ideas and insights into both old and new ways to finance school construction. Some answers are suggested to the question of how to obtain funds at the local district level, but there is only one answer to the most fundamental question. Where does the money come from? Who pays? The taxpayer pays, no matter how innovative the method becomes, how many sources are combined, or what words are used to describe the plan.
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This chapter reviews the National Capital Outlay Project, which surveyed legal bases, procedures, and practices related to financing public school facilities in 50 states. The solutions to financing problems can be found by increasing state and local indebtedness, raising state and local user charges and miscellaneous fees, changing state and local tax structures, or increasing federal grants-in-aid. A general overview of school construction financing includes discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of local financing and state and federal aid, leading to some general recommendations.

Barr and Jordan present several financing alternatives, all based on the concept of local control, which include variable grant programs and equalized grant programs. Each program includes the four essential elements of a financing model: the determination of needs, the allocation procedures, the use of proceeds, and the source of funds.
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The National Capital Outlay Project investigated the legal bases, procedures, and practices utilized by the 50 states.
to provide public school construction funds. More specifically, the project generated a series of capital outlay models that could be used by the states in allocating construction funds.

The report is organized in seven chapters: postwar financing of public school facilities, public school construction finance trends, public school construction and the economy, local provisions for financing public school facilities, state provisions for financing public school facilities, federal participation in financing public school facilities, and programs for financing public school facilities.

Eight alternative financing programs are discussed, including variable grants computed on recognized project costs, combination of grants and loans on recognized project costs, state and federal loans, variable incentive grants, full-state and/or federal assumption of costs, variable grants computed on pupil or instructional units, and equalized grants for debt service programs.

Each state plan for financing capital outlay is included in the appendix.
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Bender and Williamson note the accomplishments of Maryland’s program of full-state funding for school construction. Achievements of the program include responding to a variety of needs, establishing standards and guidelines, sharing information, utilizing expertise, establishing cost-sharing concept, joining state and local government, and utilizing effective decision-making and research processes.

The report outlines the sequence of procedures in developing a school capital improvement project and highlights the role of the staff media people.

In summary, the authors state that the general quality of buildings has improved as a result of the full-state funding program.


This paper provides an overview of the Bureau of School Facilities of the Florida State Department of Education system. The authors identify existing and future construction needs and estimate the cost of meeting these needs for capital outlay in Florida’s 67 school districts. Specifically, the paper describes the organization of the state system of public schools, the history of the capital outlay survey techniques, the Florida Inventory of School Houses, and the capital outlay sources and funding techniques for grades K-12.

Narrative descriptions and statistical data pertaining to school construction are presented in two sections: the main body describes Florida’s school system organization, school plant surveys, inventory of schoolhouses, and capital outlay funding techniques; an appendix contains tables and statistics.
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Pennsylvania’s local school districts may finance school building projects through bond issues of three types—general obligation bonds, municipal authorities bonds, or the State Public School Building Authority bonds. This report examines which type of bonding is least expensive.

A complete analysis of each local district’s financial rating, debt service, tax structure, and long-range building requirements is necessary to determine which method is best. Each of the three types has an advantage under specified conditions. Financially low-rated school districts could save with bonds from the State Public School Building Authority. And under different conditions, general obligation bonds were found to be less expensive than the local authority bonds.
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Full-state funding in Maryland means that the state pays all costs in excess of available federal funds for school construction, capital improvements, and debt interest, but excludes the cost of land acquisition.

Cooper describes the initiation of the Maryland program, traces its development, and evaluates its effectiveness.

Problem issues such as local autonomy, construction delays, increased costs, maintenance of state-financed buildings, uniform treatment of local districts, potential political polarization, role clarification, and demands on local school districts are recognized and evaluated. In Cooper’s judgment, the program has been successful, though partly due to features unique to Maryland.

Facts, figures, regulations, and laws are included in tables, charts, and narrative explanations to form a complete
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This EFL report briefly describes unconventional financing methods used by local school districts to finance school construction. The methods include pay-as-you-go financing, state aid, federal aid, reducing site costs, shared facilities, nontax revenue, bond issues, and leasing. A separate, pullout chart graphically illustrates some financing alternatives, including decision-making steps used by local school districts. The report concludes with several case studies that depict alternative financing plans in operation.
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Two perspectives reside in this work: the specific review of St. Louis school construction history, development of alternative financing plans, and recommendations for future financing; and a general overview of traditional and innovative financing for school construction.

The description of traditional school construction financing plans includes property tax income, other tax income, state aid, federal aid, gifts and loans, city development sources, outside income from leasing, and long-term debt bonds.

The authors use case studies to describe innovative plans. The plans include state construction of schools to be leased to local districts, lease or rental of buildings from private companies, nonprofit building corporations, commercial loans for long-term leasing, lease by school districts of buildings financed through revenue bonds issued by cities, lease of federally constructed buildings, building commission authorized to sell revenue bonds, and special school construction taxing districts. The case studies arise from existing practices.
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Part of a larger report on educational finance, this section examines finance methods for school construction currently used in Illinois school districts and alternative methods used in other states.

This examination leads to some specific recommendations to meet Illinois school construction needs: the state should provide aid for school construction, remodeling, and debt service; state aid should be a grant based on ability-to-pay criteria; the Capital Development Board should approve school construction projects; allocation for school construction should approximate $100 million annually; and local bond issues should be submitted to the local voters for approval.
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This report provides data about the sale of bonds for financing the construction of public elementary and secondary school facilities. Issued annually by the United States Office of Education, it is for use by school administrators, board members, and those who need current school construction knowledge. Data is taken from The Daily Bond Buyer (New York).

In the 1973 fiscal year, 1,273 school bond elections were reported for a total of $4.0 billion, but only 719 proposals were approved for a total of 2.3 billion, or 56.5 percent approval. The number of issues approved represents a 32.7 percent increase over fiscal year 1972.

The report includes data regarding bond elections, new bond sales, and net interest rates charged to school districts.
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To provide financial incentive for stimulating local school building construction, West Virginia approved a distribution formula involving two flat grant factors and one ability factor. The ability factor recognizes local bonding potential per pupil and attempts to equalize dollars for low wealth counties.

Traditionally, bond elections in the state were only 38 percent successful. Since the state-authorized incentive plan went into operation, bond elections have been 62 percent successful. Also, school construction valued at over $78 million has been authorized.


The financing of school construction in Delaware features state assumption of 60 percent of school building costs. Typically, a Delaware school district has debt leeway and can finance needed construction, though the debt burden and tax rates are not uniform.

This study reviews the Delaware school construction financing program, analyzes the fiscal consequences, and concludes that the program has been efficient and effective. Supporting evidence shows that 75 percent of Delaware students attend school in buildings constructed since 1950. This has been accomplished without severe bonded debt burdens or extremely high debt-service taxes for most local
school districts.

Because enrollments are not gaining, the future is encouraging, but lump-sum appropriations, removal of barriers to competition, and more use of Department of Public Instruction facility specialists are recommended for efficiency. Finally, for improved equity, the study suggests 100 percent state funding for all school building construction.
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When planning finances for school construction, the costs are pertinent information. This issue contains the 13th Annual Cost of Building Index, which presents comprehensive cost data for school building construction in the United States.

Trends in dollars spent for public school building over two years are presented for each state, listed by elementary, secondary, new, and addition categories. One section includes the percentage of new schools and additions having specialized facilities. Trends noted are a move toward renovation and remodeling and construction increases in large districts.


The declining trend in voter approval of school construction bond issues and the increasing costs of building materials combine to create problems for financing school construction. This review identifies pertinent issues and highlights some potential solutions found in the literature, concluding that if needed school facilities are to be built, alternative means of financing school construction must be found. Piele cites 12 bibliographic sources that may offer the reader assistance.
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On July 1, 1971, Maryland accepted full fiscal responsibility for all new school facility construction in the state. This article traces a brief history of this development, describes the administration of the state law, and comments
FISCAL PLANNING FOR SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION


Fiscal neutrality for school construction, an issue raised by recent Supreme Court litigation, is a worthy goal and one seldom achieved. Fiscal neutrality, simply defined, means that the level of spending for a child's education may not be a function of wealth other than the wealth of the state as a whole. Investigations reveal that school construction and debt service expenditures are widely unequal among districts and typically do not meet the criteria for fiscal neutrality.

This paper discusses the issue of fiscal neutrality in relation to court decisions, analyzes five state plans for financing school construction, and presents alternative financing plans. Among the alternative plans are full-state funding, power equalizing, and the Strayer-Haig program.

Wilkerson concludes that perhaps the movement for reform will sustain sufficient momentum so that all children will enjoy the privilege of attending school in adequate facilities.
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